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Statistics for ILCTPC Web Month: Topic views: Topic saves: File uploads: Most popular topic views: Top viewers: Top contributors...
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ILCTPC Web Preferences The following settings are web preferences of the ILCTPC web. These preferences overwrite the site level preferences in . and...
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Checklist In all following steps no compiler warnings shall remain with the compiler set to all warnings on and pedantic mode! Keep it simple...

HowToGEAR
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How to create your GEAR XML steering file This post is a small guide on how to create your own GEAR file with GEAR v0.12, the first with multi module capabilities...
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MarlinTPC Developer Workbook Introduction Subversion Repository Structure of the Repository Working with the trunk only (not recommended) Personal...

DeveloperWorkbookDevelopmentBranches
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Personal Development Branches In the case you are using the trunk only you do not have revision control for the small changes you are doing. You shall not commit non...
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MarlinTPC User Workbook Introduction The LCIO Persistency Framework The Marlin Analysis and Reconstruction Framework MarlinTPC Getting Started...
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Doxygen Documentation To find information about the different processors you can use the documentation which can be generated with doxygen. To limit the number of...
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Tutorial LCIO LCIO is the event data model of Marlin and thus of MarlinTPC. It defines the data classes which are stored, for instance a lcio::TrackerHit, which...
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Compiling MarlinTPC To compile MarlinTPC you need: http://ilcsoft.desy.de/gear GEAR (at least v00.09 pre2) http://cern.ch/clhep CLHEP / http...
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Getting MarlinTPC MarlinTPC is still in an early development stage. It is recommended to install the latest development version manually so it is easy to update MarlinTPC...
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TWiki search by CERN Search Results You may also search with the internal TWiki WebSearch. Please note that TWiki internal WebSearch may be very slow for large...
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Example Steering Files There are some complete examples in the examples directory: reconstruction straight tracks reconstruction curler Refer to the README...
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Welcome to the 1 web Available Information Analysis Software Prototype ILCTPC Web Utilities advanced search WebTopicList...
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Parameter Logging In addition to the revision number, processors must also register the used parameters in the run header parameters of the datasets processed by them...
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Working with the trunk only Check out a working copy of the trunk, make all your modifications, test and debug them until everything works fine, then upload the changes...
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Structure of the Repository The repository on pi.physik.uni-bonn.de has three main directories: trunk The main development branch of MarlinTPC. Only stable...
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Revision Logging All processors must register their revision number in the run header parameters of the datasets processed by them. This makes it easy to find out...
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Marlin The main purpose of Marlin is to facilitate the modular development of reconstruction and analysis code based on LCIO. As a lot of different groups are involved...
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LCIO LCIO is a persistency framework that defines a data model for linear collider detector studies. It is intended to be used in both simulation studies and analysis...

UserWorkbookMarlinTPC
MarlinTPC The goal of MarlinTPC is to get a highly modular reconstruction and analysis framework for ILC TPC R D with standardized interfaces between its modules....
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MarlinTPC Information MarlinTPC User Workbook MarlinTPC Developer Workbook PeterWienemann 11 Apr 2007
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Software Packages MarlinTPC PeterWienemann 26 Jan 2007

JamboreeRecommendations

Guidelines for Result Comparisons The information given below is taken from the conclusions of the ILC Analysis Jamboree, held at DESY on February 13 15, 2006. In...
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Analysis Information Recommendations from ILC TPC Analysis Jamboree PeterWienemann 26 Jan 2007
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TWeeder info for ILCTPC Total Number of topics: 34 0 Topics updated during the last 7 days Days Web
Topic Date 0 Topics updated during the...
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